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Women* menstruate

* women = shortcut for the female biological sex or for “individuals who experience menstruations”



The menstrual cycle is 
crucial for reproduction



Because of its crucial role for the survival of the species, it should not surprise 
anyone that the menstrual cycle has far-reaching effects on our health, behaviors 
and emotional states, beyond its reproductive dimension and that the  
hormonal regulation pathways are redundant, robust and complex.
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The menstrual cycle is 
crucial for reproduction

There are active estrogen receptors in virtually every tissue of the human body
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Data?



Millions of women now use apps & wearables to track their cycle



Long term tracking

Long term tracking of 2 app users (top user likely sub-fertile; bottom users: pregnancy)
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What kind of statistical/ML 
framework can we use to 
translate this information 
into a model and decode 
app users’ time-series?
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Workflow

• Initialize the model architecture 
‣ The transition probabilities 
‣ The sojourn distributions 
‣ The emission probabilities 

• Manually label a few time-series [R shiny app] 

• Decode all user’s time-series Epidemiological studies

Interactive boosting



Results

Emission parametersConfidence in the  
decoded sequences

Accuracy ~80%
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> About 200k users time-series labelled.  
Now we can interrogate these data.

A statistical model that can accurately 
decode menstrual/fertility app data  
at different time-scale:
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